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product dimensions (mm) L W w1 H h1

set threefold base 1201 240 40 1800 45

set fourfold base 1602 240 40 1800 45

set fivefold base 2002 240 40 1800 45
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box dimensions (mm) L W H qty (#)
volume 
(m³)

gross 
weight (kg)

net weight 
(kg)

packaging 
weight (kg)

set threefold base box 1 630 310 60 1 0,012 2,30 2,00 0,30

set fourfold base box 1 630 310 60 1 0,012 2,90 2,60 0,30

set fivefold base box 1 630 310 60 1 0,012 3,50 3,20 0,30

L 180 rods box 2 1900 110 65 1 0,014 9,01 8,91 0,10
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sticks enlightened sticks display system

4 heights

indoor +
outdoor straight - small

LED
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tools for togetherness

H

W
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h1

w1

materials key facts thickness
layer 
thickness density

in/out-
door water

UV colour 
fastness

flame 
retarding

mm micron 10-3 kg/m³

Rubber wood base - wood of the rubber tree, very 
  valuable 
- very nice light colour 
- high stability 
- low level of shrinking 
- easy to proces 
- ecologically sustainable wood 
- treated with oil to make it 
  more resistant to dirt and 
  keeps it's color

40 n.a. 0,56 - 
0,64

indoor n.a. good /

Fibre glass rods - made with the pultrusion 
  technique: a non-stop 
  process of glass fibre wires 
  pulled through a bath of 
  polyester 
- strong 
- corrosion-durability 
- light weight

6 n.a. 0,45 outdoor & 
indoor

n.a. very good: 
color can 
fade a little 
bit when 
exposed to 
UV

/

Stainless steel - highest stainless steel quality 
  available (AISI 316)
- high rusting resistance
- periodical maintenance

2 n.a. 8,0 outdoor & 
indoor

n.a. very good NEN-
EN13501-
1 A1*

fibre glass rods

dark rubberwood stainless steel

MATERIALS

white

fibre glass rods colour options:

*   NEN-EN13501-1 A1:  Class A1 products will not contribute in any stage of the fire including the fully developed fire. For that reason they are assumed to be
                                        capable of satisfying automatically all requirements of all lower classes.  



tools for togetherness

F.A.Q.

Q: How long does it take to install a threefold set? 
A: One set of threefold takes about 10 minutes.
 
Q: How many rods are there in one base? 
A: 1 bunch of rods = 30 rods 
    set threefold = 30 x 3 = 90
    set fourfold = 30 x 4 = 120
    set fivefold = 30 x 5 = 150 

Q: Are the rods safe for children? Can this material cause skin irritations 
     by touching the rods? 
A: The rods are covered with a protection layer, so the glass fiber won’t hurt 
     the skin. Because of the production some glass fiber dust may stick to the 
     rods, so we advice to wear gloves.

KEY FACTS

MAINTENANCE
 
Check: www.extremis.be/products/sticks-inline

WARNINGS

1. During the production process 
    tiny glass fibres may come loose 
    and remain stuck to the rods. In 
    case of skin contact they 
    may cause slight irritation. We 
    consequently recommend that 
    you thoroughly dust or rinse the 
    rods before inserting them into 
    the bases to reduce these fibres to 
    a minimum.
 
2. Inline Sticks is for indoor use only.

3. Do not allow anyone to use the 
    rods for playing or jousting. They 
    may cause injuries.

4. Do not touch the fibreglass rods 
    with your bare hands. Always use 
    a glove to assemble Sticks.

5. Because of the specific 
    characteristics of the production 
    process of glass fibre, colours can 
    only be reproduced 
    approximatively and colour 
    differences may occur. This is the 
    case for both standard colours as 
    for colours upon request.

ASSEMBLY 

Insert the rods in the holes in the base. Always wear gloves to put the rods 
into the bases.

standard height

1 base size

endless modularity

mobility

flexibility
space divider


